The theory of diffusion-controlled correlated reaction kinetics is developed for the radiation boundary condition (RBC) at the reaction surface. Limited only by the assumptions of purely radial spatial dependence, of a spherical reaction surface, and of continuum diffusion, these results comprise a complete solution for these kinetics. The 
I. INTRODUCTION The treatment of diffusion-controlled reaction kinetics goes back to Smoluchowski. ' He showed that in a system of randomly dispersed reacting species (in his case, molecules coagulating to form colloidal particles), there is an initial fast process arising from the fact that in the uniform distribution of reacting species some are very close to each other and can react with very little diffusional motions. This fast process is enhanced when the reacting species are not uniformly distributed with respect to each other but have an initial spatial correlation between reacting species. While correlated reaction kinetics is a special case of diffusion-controlled processes, it nonetheless occurs widely, since often the physical phenomena which create the reacting species produce them with a spatial correlation, and a major motivation for studying this kinetics is the elucidation of these phenomena.
For example, when energetic collisions dissociate molecules or create free radicals, ion-hole pairs, electron-hole pairs, vacancy-interstitial pairs, etc. , the kinetics describing the recombination (and other fate of the species) must perforce reflect the initial correlation of the particles arising from the production process. Thus such kinetics occur in many areas of physics, chemistry, biology, etc. , in particular, the radiation and photosubfields.
We will discuss the problem in terms of the radiation-damage example, e. g. , lattice vacancy-interstitial (Frenkel) pairs; it is here that the theory has advanced furthest and received its most thorough application and testing.
Briefly, in radiation-damage experiments an energetic collision displaces a lattice atom, creating an interstitial atom and leaving behind a vacancy. The w"(R, t)=0 (&W")", =ya;, (»0, t) (2. 12) for all t. Thus, once the initial spatial distribution
The k"are the nonvanishing roots of the transcendental equation k"= -y tan(k"X) . Equation (S. 7) results from the initial probability density p«, which we have taken to be p«(r, 0) =~«(r), (3.8) of correlated pairs is known, we can integrate (2. 8), in principle at least, and consequently evaluate the empirically relevant relation (2. 9).
We can summarize this discussion by collecting the various parts of the problem we wish to solve. Let (3. 2) Equation (3.11) results from the boundary conditions (3. 5) and (3.6 ). In Fig. 1 In the interest of simplicity we will develop solutions of (3.4) (3.14) where the $"'s form a complete set of eigenfunctions of the separated spatial equation, which when normalized on [0, Xj are Wk"[cos(k~) + (y/k") sin(k~)]
[X(y'+ k'") -(y/2k") sin(2k"X) I'" = 0 otherwise, (3.15) where 0 X1 X~X and X, = R"-xo. The (3.18) q= 3/4vv(R', -R, ') .
Returning to (3.12), we find (3.19) where Y is the sample volume. From this g is easily seen to be fr[sin(k"(r -ro)) -(y/k") cos(k"(r -ro))]+ (1/k")[cos(k"(r -ro)) + (y/k") sin{k"(r -ro))]}~t to k"(R -r,)(y'+k"') -(y /2) sin(2k"(R -r, )) (1 e-" ' Dt~' -"o& ). (3.26) 6ro(R -ro)
We may utilize the latter expression to illustrate the comment we made previously about the characteristics of the initial distribution determining the ultimate fraction of recovery. As is shown in the Appendix, the infinite time limit of (3. 26 (2)- (4) further amplify how the annealed fraction depends on the width and position of the initial distribution.
In Fig. 2 (3. 28) which is equivalent to a 5-function initial distribution located at xo. This argument is in complete accord with the requirements of the SBC which declares that vacancy and interstitial combine spontaneously when separated by a distance~o. We note that in any other case there is a finite probability of an interstitial escaping its vacancy, even in the R&=x, R2=x +&, and allow e to vanish, we have 2 Pro, " cos(k"(r; r,)) + (y/-k") sin(k"(r; -ro)) ", (R -ro)(ya+k") -(y2/2k") sin(2k"(R -ro)) This enables us to write f"(t)= 8vr,-Dp(N'/C')'C(t)w"(r" t) . 
so that the evaluation of S1 suffices, in principle, to solve the problem. We note that 
